Minutes of the: Ecma TC39-TG1

held in: Phone conference

on: 23rd of October 2007

Attendees

- Chris Pine, Opera Software
- Jeff Dyer, Adobe Systems
- Pascal-Louis Perez, Google
- Waldemar Horwat, Google
- Lars T Hansen, Adobe Systems
- Brendan Eich, Mozilla Foundation
- Cormac Flanagan, UCSC

Agenda

- Administrivia
  - Reminder: Next f2f on Nov 8 and 9 in San Francisco, at Adobe, 12-5PM both days, hosted dinner Nov 8
    - (Please add your name to Attendees list of the minutes if you plan to attend. Ecma members only)
- Spec tickets that need clarification
  - #112: The semantics of "const"
  - #226: How does "eval" handle versions?
  - #230: What is the precise nature of "global"?
  - #233: Are DontDelete properties fixtures and vice versa, or not?
  - #234: Should there be a suffix for byte literals?
  - #235: De-fanging eval's variable creation abilities some more

Minutes

- #234 (byte suffix)
  - Morphed into a ticket on the nature of byte. Plenty of discussion; notes in the ticket. Carry forward until next week.
- #235 (eval's deletable bindings)
  - Will fix this, details pending.
- #226 (eval version)
  - Lars to write up a proposal using version numbers, defaulting to “3”. Carry forward until next week.
- #230 (intrinsic::global)
  - It’s just a regular “const” binding
- Other tickets carried forward until next week.